Review of respiratory impact in oesophageal atresia
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Oesophageal atresia is a congenital malformation that initial prognosis is nowadays excellent, due to neonatal and surgical support progress. It is therefore necessary to evaluate these children's long-term outcome. This study aimed to evaluate long-term respiratory status of children operated of oesophageal atresia in neonatal period. 
Method: Thirty children, operated in children hospital of Rennes between 1990 and 2004, have been treated by a pneumologist. Neonatal data have been identified in medical records. Respiratory and digestive symptoms have been listed by standardized interrogation to parents and the child. Each child received a clinical examination and a chest x-ray. Thirty children have done a complete respiratory functional test. Finally, cardiorespiratory response to effort was evaluated in 25 children from a test on bicycle ergometer. 
Results: The most common respiratory symptoms were: early and repeated respiratory infections with trend to improve with age, clinical signs of bronchial hyperresponsiveness, occasional hoarse cough, and effort dyspnea. Only 2 children had growth retardation with less than -2 DS weight. Eight children received an antiasthmatic treatment. The lung parenchyma was normal on 27 chest x-ray (90%). Six respiratory functional tests (20 %) were strictly normal. Bronchial obstruction, concerning essentially distal airways, was found in 8 cases (27%). Six children (20%) had isolated bronchial hyperresponsiveness. A restrictive syndrome was found in 5 cases (17 %). CO diffusing capacity value was reduced in 7 cases (24 %). Thirteen children had a limited ventilatory response (43 %). This respiratory evaluation helped to adapt or begin an antiasthmatic treatment in 14 children.
Conclusion: Due to frequent, although moderate intensity, respiratory functional abnormalities and respiratory symptoms: a specialized, early and long-term respiratory follow-up of this population seems desirable. This monitoring will ideally include regular paediatric pneumology specialized consultations, respiratory functional test and exercise-test.


